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SHANTUNG COMPOUND
Harper Collins This vivid diary of life in a Japanese internment camp during World War II examines the moral challenges encountered in conditions of conﬁnement and deprivation.

SHANTUNG COMPOUND. THE STORY OF MEN AND WOMEN UNDER PRESSURE. [WITH PLATES.].
SELECTIONS FROM SHANTUNG COMPOUND
ON NIEBUHR
A THEOLOGICAL STUDY
University of Chicago Press Langdon Gilkey's insightful, engaging book oﬀers a detailed—and not uncritical—examination of one of the most inﬂuential American theologians of the twentieth century.

NAMING THE WHIRLWIND
THE RENEWAL OF GOD-LANGUAGE
THE THEORY OF MORALITY
University of Chicago Press "Let us . . . nominate this the most important theoretical work on ethical or moral theory since John Rawls's Theory of Justice. If you have philosophical inclinations and want a good workout, this conscientious scrutiny of moral assumptions and expressions will be most
rewarding. Donagan explores ways of acting in the Hebrew-Christian context, examines them in the light of natural law and rational theories, and proposes that formal patterns for conduct can emerge. All this is tightly reasoned, the argument is packed, but the language is clear."—Christian Century
"The man value of this book seems to me to be that it shows the force of the Hebrew-Christian moral tradition in the hands of a creative philosopher. Throughout the book, one cannot but feel that a serious philosopher is trying to come to terms with his religious-moral background and to defend it
against the prevailing secular utilitarian position which seems to dominate academic philosophy."—Bernard Gert, Journal of Medicine and Philosophy

RADICAL MONOTHEISM AND WESTERN CULTURE
WITH SUPPLEMENTARY ESSAYS
Westminster John Knox Press This reissue of a classic work of H. Richard Niebuhr, one of the most inﬂuential and creative theological ethicists of the twentieth century, highlights his mature thinking. By using path-breaking interpretations of faith as a basic dimension of human life and culture as an
arena of faith in conﬂict, Niebuhr encourages further thought. This volume should be required reading for anyone interested in recent perspectives on theology and ethics. The Library of Theological Ethics series focuses on what it means to think theologically and ethically. It presents a selection of
important and otherwise unavailable texts in easily accessible form. Volumes in this series will enable sustained dialogue with predecessors though reﬂection on classic works in the ﬁeld.

PERSISTENCE OF LIGHT
IN A JAPANESE PRISON CAMP, WITH AN ELEPHANT CROSSING THE ALPS, AND THEN IN SILICON VALLEY
SCB Distributors John Hoyte was a student at Cambridge University who realized one day that a grant he might get could provide an interesting and unusual summer vacation. And thus was born the idea of leading an elephant over the Alps via the trails, paths, and mountain passes taken by Hannibal
with his army and war elephants in 218 B.C to do battle with the Roman empire. Hoyte’s successful mission, with an elephant named Jumbo on loan from the Turin zoo, became a media sensation, leading to international coverage and starting him on the way to a ﬁfty-year career as an inventor and
entrepreneur in Silicon Valley. Hoyte’s story is a fascinating one, beginning with the six years of his childhood spent in a Japanese internment camp in China during World War II. Throughout the years that followed, he has taken each surprising twist and turn of fate and used it to help build a life infused
with purpose, creativity and fulﬁllment.

MAKING SENSE OF GOD
AN INVITATION TO THE SCEPTICAL
Hachette UK We live in an age of scepticism. Our society places such faith in empirical reason, historical progress, and heartfelt emotion that it's easy to wonder: why should anyone believe in Christianity? What role can faith and religion play in our modern lives? In this thoughtful and inspiring book,
pastor and New York Times bestselling author Timothy Keller invites sceptics to consider that Christianity is as relevant now as ever. As human beings, we cannot live without meaning, satisfaction, freedom, identity, justice and hope - and Christianity provides us with unsurpassed resources to meet all
these needs. Written for both sceptic and believer, Making Sense of God shines a light on the profound value and importance of Christianity in our lives.

THE ORIGINS OF FREE VERSE
University of Michigan Press Argues that free verse has deep historical roots, and traces them, from Milton to contemporary poetry

WOMEN, MINISTRY AND THE GOSPEL
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EXPLORING NEW PARADIGMS
InterVarsity Press This outstanding collection of essays, presented at the 2005 Wheaton Theology Conference, explores the current issue of women in ministry from biblical, theological and ecclesiological perspectives. Bringing to bear the ministerial and sociological insights on the issue, this
impressive integrative work aims to break through the current impasse between complementarians and egalitarians. These essays point the way forward for women and men in ministry in our churches. Contributors include Henri Blocher, Timothy George, James Hamilton, I. Howard Marshall, Cheryl J.
Sanders, Sarah Sumner and Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen

THEOLOGY
THE BASICS
John Wiley & Sons This fourth edition of the international bestseller is the ideal introduction for those who are new to Christian theology. In this revised and expanded edition, the author introduces readers to the central ideas and beliefs, the key debates and the leading thinkers of Christianity.
Throughout, the aim is to bring clarity and brevity to the central ideas of theology, both traditional and contemporary. The text comprehensively covers the individual doctrines that form the Christian belief system, weaving together these doctrines, their history, and the intellectual nuance behind them
into an inter-connected web. All major Christian denominations are explored, as are their diﬀerences and shared customs and beliefs. This rich tapestry results in a clear view of Christianity, providing a coherent vision of the religion in its main forms.

CREATING CAMPUS COMMUNITY
IN SEARCH OF ERNEST BOYER'S LEGACY
John Wiley & Sons "We have at our disposal one of the greatest vehiclesfor...community-building known to humankind--the one callededucation." --from the foreword by Parker Palmer "Connecting authentically and deeply with others across alldimensions of life enriches the human spirit. The sense
ofcommunity resulting from such connections is a hallmark of asupportive campus environment, which we know is an important factorin enhancing student learning. The contributions to this book oﬀera vision we can work toward and provide instructive examples fromdiﬀerent types of institutions to
point the way." --George D. Kuh,chancellor's professor and director, National Survey of StudentEngagement, Indiana University "Ernie Boyer was a giant in higher education. This book, a resourceguide, focuses on one of his great loves--campus community. Thebook examines his contributions and oﬀers
a compelling agenda foraction." --Arthur Levine, president, Teachers College, ColumbiaUniversity "This well-written and timely book draws on the lessons learnedfrom ﬁve very diﬀerent institutions as they attempted to addressa major challenge to higher education-building eﬀective
campuscommunities. Practitioners will ﬁnd this to be an invaluableresource and guide as they attempt to bring Ernie Boyer's vision tolife on their campuses. A great tribute to one of America's leadingeducators!" --Charles C. Schroeder, professor of higher education,University of Missouri-Columbia
"There is no topic more important in higher education today thancreating campus community. McDonald and his associates have indeedlived up to Ernest Boyer's legacy by presenting us with aremarkable set of campus models for us to admire. . . and emulate."--Yolanda T. Moses, president, American
Association for HigherEducation "This book comes at an auspicious time of educationaltransformation. Like the Boyer Center, this book's fundamentalpriority in meeting today's challenging new realities is thediscovery and creation of new forms of community." --Glen R.Bucher, executive director, the
Boyer Center

CHINA'S WAR WITH JAPAN, 1937-1945
THE STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL
Penguin UK In Rana Mitter's tense, moving and hugely important book, the war between China and Japan - one of the most important struggles of the Second World War - at last gets the masterly history it deserves Diﬀerent countries give diﬀerent opening dates for the period of the Second World War,
but perhaps the most compelling is 1937, when the 'Marco Polo Bridge Incident' plunged China and Japan into a conﬂict of extraordinary duration and ferocity - a war which would result in many millions of deaths and completely reshape East Asia in ways which we continue to confront today. With great
vividness and narrative drive Rana Mitter's new book draws on a huge range of new sources to recreate this terrible conﬂict. He writes both about the major leaders (Chiang Kaishek, Mao Zedong and Wang Jingwei) and about the ordinary people swept up by terrible times. Mitter puts at the heart of our
understanding of the Second World War that it was Japan's failure to defeat China which was the key dynamic for what happened in Asia. Reviews: 'A remarkable story, told with humanity and intelligence; all historians of the second world war will be in Mitter's debt ... [he] explores this complex politics
with remarkable clarity and economy ... No one could ask for a better guide than Mitter to how [the rise of modern China] began in the cauldron of the Chinese war' Richard Overy, Guardian 'Rana Mitter's history of the Sino-Japanese War is not only a very important book, it also has a wonderful clarity of
thought and prose which make it a pleasure to read' Antony Beevor 'The best study of China's war with Japan written in any language ... comprehensive, thoroughly based on research, and totally non-partisan. Above all, the book presents a moving account of the Chinese people's incredible suﬀering ...
A must read for anyone interested in the origins of China's contribution to the making of today's world' Akira Iriye About the author: Rana Mitter is Professor of the History and Politics of Modern China at the University of Oxford and a Fellow of St Cross College. He is the author of A Bitter Revolution:
China's Struggle with the Modern World. He is a regular presenter of Night Waves on Radio 3.

CHRISTIAN HEROES - THEN AND NOW - ERIC LIDDELL UNIT STUDY
CURRICULUM GUIDE
YWAM Publishing Curriculum guide for use with the author's Eric Liddell, something greater than gold.

ON SECULAR GOVERNANCE
LUTHERAN PERSPECTIVES ON CONTEMPORARY LEGAL ISSUES
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing This volume puts forth an unprecedented, distinctive Lutheran take on the intersection of law and religion in our society today. On Secular Governance gathers the collaborative reﬂections of legal and theological scholars on a range of subjects — women’s issues,
property law and the environment, immigration reform, human traﬃcking, church-state questions, and more — all addressed from uniquely Lutheran points of view.

A BOY'S WAR
Singapore, Republic of Singapore : OMF International (IHQ) Limited An account of the author's boyhood in China and his internment by the Japanese during the Second World War.

AUTHENTICALLY EMERGENT
IN SEARCH OF A TRULY PROGRESSIVE CHRISTIANITY
Wipf and Stock Publishers Are Brian McLaren, Tony Jones, Doug Pagitt, and Rob Bell “yesterday’s news,” as many evangelicals seem to think? Truth and the New Kind of Christian (2005) tried to provide a balanced assessment of McLaren’s and Jones’s views. But, they seem to be right about much
more that is aﬀecting evangelicals than was realized then. Also, that book misunderstood one of their core claims: everything is interpretation. Moreover, their views have developed over the years, e.g., ethically about colonialism, its inﬂuences, and how we should live now. They also have advanced
several further claims about the gospel and traditional doctrines. To what extent should Christians embrace their views? Are these the ways to go forward toward a more authentic Christianity, one that is morally better, and a better ﬁt, for our times? Like Truth, this book gives careful attention to their
thought. It also oﬀers its own portrait of major shaping inﬂuences on Western, Americanized Christianity. But, there remains a root issue that keeps the Western church, whether progressive emergents or evangelicals, in its “Babylonian captivity.” It is liberation from that root that will lead to an
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authentically emergent Christianity.

REBEL IN THE RANKS
MARTIN LUTHER, THE REFORMATION, AND THE CONFLICTS THAT CONTINUE TO SHAPE OUR WORLD
HarperCollins When Martin Luther published his 95 Theses in October 1517, he had no intention of starting a revolution. But very quickly his criticism of indulgences became a rejection of the papacy and the Catholic Church emphasizing the Bible as the sole authority for Christian faith, radicalizing a
continent, fracturing the Holy Roman Empire, and dividing Western civilization in ways Luther—a deeply devout professor and spiritually-anxious Augustinian friar—could have never foreseen, nor would he have ever endorsed. From Germany to England, Luther’s ideas inspired spontaneous but
sustained uprisings and insurrections against civic and religious leaders alike, pitted Catholics against Protestants, and because the Reformation movement extended far beyond the man who inspired it, Protestants against Protestants. The ensuing disruptions prompted responses that gave shape to the
modern world, and the unintended and unanticipated consequences of the Reformation continue to inﬂuence the very communities, religions, and beliefs that surround us today. How Luther inadvertently fractured the Catholic Church and reconﬁgured Western civilization is at the heart of renowned
historian Brad Gregory’s Rebel in the Ranks. While recasting the portrait of Luther as a deliberate revolutionary, Gregory describes the cultural, political, and intellectual trends that informed him and helped give rise to the Reformation, which led to conﬂicting interpretations of the Bible, as well as the
rise of competing churches, political conﬂicts, and social upheavals across Europe. Over the next ﬁve hundred years, as Gregory’s account shows, these conﬂicts eventually contributed to further epochal changes—from the Enlightenment and self-determination to moral relativism, modern capitalism,
and consumerism, and in a cruel twist to Luther’s legacy, the freedom of every man and woman to practice no religion at all. With the scholarship of a world-class historian and the keen eye of a biographer, Gregory oﬀers readers an in-depth portrait of Martin Luther, a reluctant rebel in the ranks, and a
detailed examination of the Reformation to explain how the events that transpired ﬁve centuries ago still resonate—and inﬂuence us—today.

PRAYERS FOR BOBBY
A MOTHER'S COMING TO TERMS WITH THE SUICIDE OF HER GAY SON
Harper Collins Bobby Griﬃth was an all-American boy ...and he was gay. Faced with an irresolvable conﬂict-for both his family and his religion taught him that being gay was "wrong"-Bobby chose to take his own life. Prayers for Bobby, nominated for a 1996 Lambda Literary Award, is the story of the
emotional journey that led Bobby to this tragic conclusion. But it is also the story of Bobby's mother, a fearful churchgoer who ﬁrst prayed that her son would be "healed," then anguished over his suicide, and ultimately transformed herself into a national crusader for gay and lesbian youth. As told
through Bobby's poignant journal entries and his mother's reminiscences, Prayers for Bobby is at once a moving personal story, a true proﬁle in courage, and a call to arms to parents everywhere.

A DAME FULL OF VIM AND VIGOUR
Routledge First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

A DAME FULL OF VIM AND VIGOR
A BIOGRAPHY OF ALICE MIDDLETON BORING, BIOLOGIST IN CHINA
Taylor & Francis Looks at the life and career of the biologist who spent many years in China researching reptiles and amphibians.

MODERNITY ON ENDLESS TRIAL
University of Chicago Press Leszek Kolakowski delves into some of the most intellectually vigorous questions of our time in this remarkable collection of essays garnished with his characteristic wit. Ten of the essays have never appeared before in English. "Exemplary. . . . It should be celebrated."
—Arthur C. Danto, New York Times Book Review "This book . . . express[es] Kolakowski's thought on God, man, reason, history, moral truth and original sin, prompted by observation of the dramatic struggle among Christianity, the Enlightenment and modern totalitarianism. It is a wonderful collection of
topics." —Thomas Nagel, Times Literary Supplement "No better antidote to bumper-sticker thinking exists than this collection of 24 'appeals for moderation in consistency,' and never has such an antidote been needed more than it is now." —Joseph Coates, Chicago Tribune "Whether learned or
humorous, these essays oﬀer gems in prose of diamond hardness, precision, and brilliance." —Thomas D'Evelyn, The Christian Science Monitor A "Notable Books of the Year 1991" selection, New York Times Book Review—a "Noted with Pleasure" selection, New York Times Book Review—a "Summer
Reading 1991" selection, New York Times Book Review—a "Books of the Year" selection, The Times.

STEERING THROUGH CHAOS
VICE AND VIRTUE IN AN AGE OF MORAL CONFUSION
Navpress Publishing Group Presenting the truth of the Bible in the context of modern society, other faiths and 3,000 years of history, Guinness analyzes the corruption of ethics in academia and popular culture to re-establish the deadly seriousness of vice in an age of moral confusion. With "Steering
Through Chaos", readers can better understand the classic notion of virtue and vice and how these ideas connect to the Beatitudes.

WAR TRASH
Vintage Ha Jin’s masterful new novel casts a searchlight into a forgotten corner of modern history, the experience of Chinese soldiers held in U.S. POW camps during the Korean War. In 1951 Yu Yuan, a scholarly and self-eﬀacing clerical oﬃcer in Mao’s “volunteer” army, is taken prisoner south of the
38th Parallel. Because he speaks English, he soon becomes an intermediary between his compatriots and their American captors.With Yuan as guide, we are ushered into the secret world behind the barbed wire, a world where kindness alternates with blinding cruelty and one has inﬁnitely more to fear
from one’s fellow prisoners than from the guards. Vivid in its historical detail, profound in its imaginative empathy, War Trash is Ha Jin’s most ambitious book to date.

ORDERING YOUR PRIVATE WORLD
Thomas Nelson Does your life feel cluttered? Maybe an overcrowded calendar isn't your only problem! In this updated classic, learn how our technology-focused generation can deal with stress and ﬁnd balance in life by submitting to God in ﬁve areas: motivation, priorities, intellect, spiritual growth,
and rest. We have schedule planners, computerized calendars, smart phones, and sticky notes to help us organize our business and social lives every day. But what about organizing the other side of our lives? The spiritual side? In Ordering Your Private World, Gordon MacDonald equips you to live life
from the inside out, cultivating the inner victory necessary for eﬀectiveness. Simplifying your external life begins with seeking internal order. In addition to focusing on spiritual and mental disciplines, you’ll discover: The diﬀerence between being driven and being called The lifelong pursuit of the growth
of the mind The importance of being a listener and reader How to exercise your soul to keep it in good shape Our culture encourages us to believe that the busy, publicly active person is also the most spiritual. Our massive responsibilities at home, work, and church have resulted in many of us on the
verge of collapse. Learn to take a step back from the outer world and deal with the stress of life by developing your inner world: your soul.

EMPIRICAL STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS
Springer Science & Business Media Empirical Studies in Comparative Politics presents a collection of papers analyzing the political systems of ten nations. It intends to provoke a conscious eﬀort to compare, and investigate, the public choice of comparative politics. There have been many
publications by public choice scholars, and many more by researchers who are at least sympathetic to the public choice perspective, yet little of this work has been integrated into the main stream of comparative political science literature. This work, however, presents an empirically oriented study of
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the politics, bureaucratic organization, and regulated economies of particular nations in the canon of the comparativist. It therefore provides a public choice view at the level of nations, not of systems. This compendium of work on comparative politics meets two criteria: In every case, a model of human
behavior or institutional impact is speciﬁed; Also in every case, this model is confronted with data appropriate for evaluating whether this model is useful for understanding politics in one or more nations.

QUESTIONS IN THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION
Wipf and Stock Publishers What does it means to be human? What is the origin of religious beliefs? Why are we moral creatures? Are religious experiences diﬀerent from our everyday experiences? Is my brain involved in my experiencing God? What is a soul and do I have one? Is religion a result of
evolutionary processes? How might psychology and religion relate? Religious experiences (behaviors, thoughts, and emotions) are determined, at least in part, by natural physical processes. As a result, the empirical methods used in psychology to try to identify the natural mechanisms that inﬂuence
why we act, think, and feel the way we do can provide important insights into the fundamental and universal phenomena of religion. Drawing on current research from a variety of disciplines, Questions in the Psychology of Religion is appropriate for college students studying psychology, pastors as they
help their congregations understand how religion and science might go together, and anyone who learns about recent discoveries in psychological science and wonders how these ﬁndings pertain to religion and religious experiences.

THE ONE YEAR BOOK OF AMAZING STORIES
365 DAYS OF SEEING GOD’S HAND IN UNLIKELY PLACES
NavPress ECPA 2020 Christian Book Award Finalist! You wouldn’t believe it, but . . . James Earl Jones, the voice of Darth Vader, grew up mute. Michael Jordan was cut from his high school basketball team. Albert Einstein was bullied mercilessly in school. Beethoven’s mom almost aborted him. Life takes
the strangest sharp turns—and sometimes, U-turns. Robert Petterson—popular speaker, storyteller, and author—has been a student for his entire life of what God is teaching us through those real-life U-turns. In this book, he compiles 365 amazing stories that teach lessons you won’t easily forget. Each
entry is written in the rest-of-the-story style popularized by Paul Harvey. With The One Year Book of Amazing Stories, you’ll marvel at how God has used the lives of these ordinary people to change the course of human history.

VERSIONS OF DECONVERSION
AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND THE LOSS OF FAITH
University of Virginia Press In Versions of Deconversion John Barbour examines the work of a broad selection of authors in order to discover the reasons for their loss of faith and to analyze the ways in which they have interpreted that loss. For some the experience of deconversion led to another
religious faith, some turned to atheism or agnosticism, and others used deconversion as a metaphor or analogy to interpret an experience of personal transformation. The loss of faith is closely related to such vital ethical and theological concerns as the role of conscience, the assessment of religious
communities, the dialectical relationship between faith and doubt, and the struggle to reconcile faith with intellectual and moral integrity. This book shows the persistence and the vitality of the theme of deconversion in autobiography, and it demonstrates how the literary form and structure of
autobiography are shaped by ethical critique and religious reﬂection. Versions of Deconversion should appeal at once to scholars in the ﬁelds of religious studies and theology who are concerned with narrative texts, to literary critics and specialists on autobiography, and to a wider audience interested in
the ethical and religious signiﬁcance of autobiography.

THE INFLATED SELF
HUMAN ILLUSIONS AND THE BIBLICAL CALL TO HOPE
Harper San Francisco Human illusions and the Biblical call to hope

MORMONISM IN DIALOGUE WITH CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN THEOLOGIES
Mercer University Press This volume brings together, for the ﬁrst time, a broad range of scholars from Mormon and other Christian traditions. Replacing polemics and apologetics with dialogue, these exchanges show how the full spectrum of contemporary theologies can be informed by uniquely
Mormon ideas, and correlatively, how Mormon thought can be illuminated through the study of key ideas of the foremost theologians of the twentieth and twenty-ﬁrst centuries.

IF LIFE IS A GAME, HOW COME I'M NOT HAVING FUN?
A GUIDE TO LIFE'S CHALLENGES
SUNY Press Advocates applying a spirit of play to everyday life.

WHERE IN THE WORLD IS INTEGRITY?
THE CHALLENGE OF DOING WHAT IS RIGHT
Augsburg Books The authors share heartening stories of integrity as seen and told by ordinary people, and they encourage people to notice the many acts of integrity around them and then discuss with others what they have observed.

AN ORDINARY MAN
Bloomsbury Publishing The story of how the extraordinary courage of one man saved 1268 lives during one of the bloodiest times in human history, the Rwandan genocide of 1994, in which over one million people died in less than one hundred days

POW BASEBALL IN WORLD WAR II
THE NATIONAL PASTIME BEHIND BARBED WIRE
McFarland Nearly 130,000 American soldiers and 19,000 American civilians were captured by the enemy during the Second World War. The conditions under which they were held varied enormously but baseball, in various forms, was a common activity among these prisoners of war. Not just
Americans, but Canadians, British, Australians and New Zealanders took the ﬁeld, as well as the Japanese and even a few Germans. In the best of the German Stalags (permanent German camps where these prisoners were held, shortened from Stamm Lagers) there were often several leagues active at
a time, with dozens of teams playing games continuously during the warm weather months. In the harsher Stalags, and in some Japanese camps, there was only makeshift ball playing. In places like Camp O'Donnell, the worst of the camps, there was no energy left for anything but the struggle to
survive. This work is the story of POW baseball, complete with guard versus prisoner ball games, radio parts hidden in baseballs, and future major leaguers. The book is divided into the various prison camps and describes the types of prisoners held there and the degree to which baseball was played.

EARTH-HONORING FAITH
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RELIGIOUS ETHICS IN A NEW KEY
Oxford University Press Grand Winner of the 2014 Nautilus Book Awards Thoughtful observers agree that the planetary crisis we now face-climate change; species extinction; the destruction of entire ecosystems; the urgent need for a more just economic-political order-is pushing human civilization to
a radical turning point: change or perish. But precisely how to change remains an open question. In Earth-honoring Faith, Larry Rasmussen answers that question with a dramatically new way of thinking about human society, ethics, and the ongoing health of our planet. Rejecting the modern assumption
that morality applies to human society alone, Rasmussen insists that we must derive a spiritual and ecological ethic that accounts for the well-being of all creation, as well as the primal elements upon which it depends: earth, air, ﬁre, water, and sunlight. He argues that good science, necessary as it is,
will not be enough to inspire fundamental change. We must draw on religious resources as well to make the diﬃcult transition from an industrial-technological age obsessed with consumption to an ecological age that restores wise stewardship of all life. Earth-honoring Faith advocates an alliance of
spirituality and ecology, in which the material requirements for planetary life are reconciled with deep traditions of spirituality across religions, traditions that include mysticism, sacramentalism, prophetic practices, asceticism, and the cultivation of wisdom. It is these shared spiritual practices that can
produce a chorus of world faiths to counter the consumerism, utilitarianism, alienation, oppression, and folly that have pushed us to the brink. Written with passionate commitment and deep insight, Earth-honoring Faith reminds us that we must live in the present with the knowledge that the eyes of
future generations will look back at us.

BEING CHURCH
REFLECTIONS ON HOW TO LIVE AS THE PEOPLE OF GOD
Wipf and Stock Publishers What modern church doesn't call itself a community? Yet for how many is it real? How many churches form disciples intimately connected enough to call themselves Christ's body? How many form disciples who know the relational arts that create a robust unity? How many
form disciples practiced in the ways of sacriﬁcial love? Pastor John Alexander, a thirty-year veteran of living in Christian communities, yearns for all the wonder and promise of the New Testament vision of church to come true. After struggling with Scripture in live-together church communities, he shares
the Scriptural practices and wisdom that make for an authentic, sustainable, and joyful life together. For any person or church wanting to move beyond the clichŽ of community to the radical vision of the New Testament, this book is an invaluable guide

ECO-JUSTICE--THE UNFINISHED JOURNEY
THE UNFINISHED JOURNEY
State University of New York Press Articles linking ecological sustainability and social justice.

HUMAN ACCOMPLISHMENT
THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE IN THE ARTS AND SCIENCES, 800 B.C. TO 1950
Harper Collins A sweeping cultural survey reminiscent of Barzun's From Dawn to Decadence. "At irregular times and in scattered settings, human beings have achieved great things. Human Accomplishment is about those great things, falling in the domains known as the arts and sciences, and the
people who did them.' So begins Charles Murray's unique account of human excellence, from the age of Homer to our own time. Employing techniques that historians have developed over the last century but that have rarely been applied to books written for the general public, Murray compiles
inventories of the people who have been essential to the stories of literature, music, art, philosophy, and the sciences—a total of 4,002 men and women from around the world, ranked according to their eminence. The heart of Human Accomplishment is a series of enthralling descriptive chapters: on the
giants in the arts and what sets them apart from the merely great; on the diﬀerences between great achievement in the arts and in the sciences; on the meta-inventions, 14 crucial leaps in human capacity to create great art and science; and on the patterns and trajectories of accomplishment across
time and geography. Straightforwardly and undogmatically, Charles Murray takes on some controversial questions. Why has accomplishment been so concentrated in Europe? Among men? Since 1400? He presents evidence that the rate of great accomplishment has been declining in the last century,
asks what it means, and oﬀers a rich framework for thinking about the conditions under which the human spirit has expressed itself most gloriously. Eye-opening and humbling, Human Accomplishment is a fascinating work that describes what humans at their best can achieve, provides tools for
exploring its wellsprings, and celebrates the continuing common quest of humans everywhere to discover truths, create beauty, and apprehend the good.
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